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1. THE AGENCIES OF THE DISPOSITIF OF THE PASS 2018-2020
1.1. ICG:
10 members for France and those attached to France:
Jean-Michel ARZUR, Nicole BOUSSEYROUX, Vicky ESTEVEZ, Rosa GUITARTPONT, Dominique MARIN, Albert NGUYÊN, Bernard NOMINÉ, François
TERRAL, Elisabete THAMER, Patricia ZAROWKSY.
3 members for Spain :
Rithée CEVASCO, Rosa ESCAPA, Camila VIDAL
4 members for the Americas :
Andréa HORTÉLIO FERNANDES (Brasil), Ana Laura PRATES PACHECO
(Brasil), Vanina MURANO (Latin America South), Beatriz MAYA (Latin America
North)
1.2 SECRETARIAT of the ICG
Elisabete THAMER (Europe)
Beatriz MAYA (The Americas)
1.3 THE COLLEGE OF INITIATIVES AND ORIETATION OF THE SCHOOL
(CIOS) 2018-2020)
Beatriz MAYA (Americas), Elisabete THAMER (Europe), Camila VIDAL (Spain),
Ana Laura PRATES PACHECO (Brazil).
1.4 THE CARTELS
There are two types of cartels, but both obey the same principle of composition: each is
composed of a member from Spain or Italy, a member from South America, and three
members from France.
The Cartels of the Pass. They give a ruling on the Passes and are composed from
within the ICG, case by case, according to the Passes that are completed, and based on
linguistic compatibility and analytic incompatibility.
The three Cartels of the ICG. They are composed within the ICG for the duration of
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the mandate of this ICG, by mutual agreement between all members of the ICG, and
they will work on certain crucial psychoanalytic questions raised in the procedure.
The theme or themes chosen by each of the will be communicated when they begin
their function.
Cartel 1: Andréa Hortélio Fernandes, Beatriz Maya, Camil Vidal, Patricia
Zarowsky.
Plus-One : François Terral.
Cartel 2 : Albert Nguyên, Ana Laura Prates, Dominique Marin, Elisabete
Thamer, Rosa Escapa.
Plus-One : Vicky Estevez
Cartel 3 : Jean-Michel Arzur, Nicole Bousseyroux, Rithée Cevasco, Rosa
Guitart-Pont, Vanina Murano.
Plus-One : Bernard Nominé.
1.5 THE LOCAL SECRETARIATS OF THE PASS:
France
Committee for Reception and the Guarantee (CRG) for the admission of members and
the guarantee (Pass and AMS): Michel Bousseyroux, Lydie Grandet, Luis Izcovich
(secretary) and Pascale Leray.
Spain
Committee for Admission and the Guarantee (FFCLE-DEL): Roser Casalprim (secretary
of the Pass), Mikel Plazaola (School admissions) and Ramón Miralpeix (guarantee).
Latin America
Local Guarantee Commission for Latin America (CLGAL): Sandra Berta (Brazil), Sonia
Alberti (Brazil), Gabriela Zorzutti (Latin America South), Clara Mesa (Latin America
North).
2. THE FUNCTIONING OF THE DISPOSITIF OF THE PASS
2.1 The list of passers
The list is established in each dispositive by the Secretaries of the Pass (see section 2
below) following proposals by the AMS of the dispositif. The local secretariats send it
to the ICG, which holds the list for all the dispositifs, noting the analyst and the date
of the proposals.
2.2 Steps in the functioning of the dispositif
The demands for the Pass are received locally by the Secretariats of the Pass that
establish the list of passers. This list is revised and updated each year by these same
Secretariats,
The candidate is received by a member of the Secretariat of the local Pass who refers
the candidate to its Secretariat, which then approves of declines the request. The
Secretary transmits the response of its Secretariat to the candidate who will then,
where applicable, draw the names of his passers. He informs the passand that when
his testimony is completed, he must let the Secretary know. If he so wishes, a passand
can refuse a passer and draw another name
The Secretaries of the Pass transmit the following to the Secretaries of the ICG, as
they are received:
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- The list of demands for the Pass.
- The list of Passes that have commenced after the candidates have been interviewed
by a member of the Secretariat, along with the names of the two passers, and all the
necessary information required for a cartel of the Pass.
- The Secretariat of the ICG decides, with the members of the ICG, on the
composition of the Cartels for various passes, taking languages and incompatibilities
into account. In a cartel, it would be appropriate to avoid the presence of the analyst
of the passand, his current supervisor, possibly a current analysand of the same
analyst, and also sometimes people who are too close to the passand.
- The Secretariat of the ICG is responsible for directing Passes to one of the Cartels
of the Pass
2.3 Transmission of the responses of the Cartels of the Pass
- The cartel will write its response to the passand in the simplest form and without
justifying it. Depending on the case, this will be: “the cartel has nominated you AS”
or “the cartel has not nominated you AS”. It will also include the composition of the
Cartel that has ruled on this Pass. On this basis, each Cartel will obviously have to
evaluate whether it wishes to add something more in relation to particular cases.
- The response will be transmitted without delay.
- A member of the cartel, chosen by the cartel, orally transmits the answer to the
passand, personally where possible or by telephone if distance does not allow it. The
passand may, at his request if he so wishes, then meet another member of the cartel.
- The response, nomination or non-nomination, is communicated for filing to the two
Secretaries of the ICG and the Secretariat of the Pass concerned.
- The Secretariat of the ICG (composed of the two Secretaries of the ICG) holds the
Notebook with all these steps. The paper version of the Notebook is passed from ICG
to ICG.
- The ICG sends all of these rules regarding functioning to the various local
Secretariats.
2.4 The passers
The Analyst Members of the School of the SPFLF can propose passers as is
stipulated in the “Principles”. At an opportune moment, they make their proposal to their
local Secretariat of the Pass or to the dispositif of the School to which they are attached.
Each Secretariat can also speak to Analyst Members of the School belonging to that
dispositif.
The Secretariats of the Pass draw their passers for the passands from a list of passers
comprising those passers who have not yet taken up their function in the procedure of the
Pass, or, alternatively, who have been involved in the lowest number. The passers must
necessarily speak the same language as the passand, or speak a language that the passand
speaks, but they need not necessarily be from the same place.
The mandate of the passer is limited to three passes. If two years after his designation
a passer has not been drawn by lot, the AMS who designated him can either renrew or not
renew the designation.
It would also be necessary for that the Secretariats of the Pass to ensure that the
passand who draws his passers by lot is read to commence his testimony immediately,
and to see that the testimony does not go on indefinitely.
2.5 The International Committee of Accreditation of AMS: the composition of the
Committee
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In the second year of its mandate the International College of the Guarantee
constitutes from within it the International Committee of Accreditation of AMS. Its
composition is proportional to the number of members of the School in each zone. The list
of the new AMS is published in June/July of this second year.
At the start of its taking office, the ICG reminds the local committees of the tasks that
are incumbent upon them with regard to the criteria and the gathering of information about
potential AMS, particularly in zones attached to a dispositif. The Local Committee of the
Guarantee send their proposals for Analyst Members of the School for their dispositif at
their convenience.
APPENDIX: THE ADMISSION OF MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL
A) The articulation between the admission to the Forum and to the School
The rule that consists in first entering the Forum and then the School, must be maintained.
However, it should be applied with tact and, in some exceptional cases, a simultaneous
entry into the Forum and the School can be envisaged.
B) The question of criteria has been taken up and has led to the following suggestions:
Two interviews or one interview with two people does not appear excessive.
Regular participation in the activities of the Forum or the division, particularly
in cartels, and possibly in the Clinical College to which the candidate belongs,
is to be taken into account. But the question of greater participation in the
national activities, for example, the Journées [Study Days], must be taken into
account.
Since our School has international dispositifs, the international dimension
cannot be ignored. This dimension must be presented to the candidate at the
first interview so that he is fully aware of where he is intending to enter before
his second interview. The works published following the Journées, intercartels, etc, are an objective indicator of the involvement of a candidate and
are to be taken into account. Consultation with the analyst of supervisor
cannot be obligatory. It is for the Committee to judge if, in such and such a
case, it could be opportune.
C) Condition of admission as Member of the School for members of forums attached to
the French instrumentality:
The general condition for admitting a Member of the School belonging to an
attached dispositif is that enough is known about his analytic training. On that
basis, the Committee for Reception and the Guarantee (CRG) will give the
response suitable for each case. Moreover, if one of the candidates made the
Pass and was not nominated AS, the Cartel that listened to his testimony could
possibly propose his admission as Member of the School.
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